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Question:
Do our assessment tools accurately measure the work that students submit relative to the new American Association of School Libraries (AASL) standards?
Collect Data

Data Collection Tools/Methods:
• Examine data collected from current tools (rubrics) to see what we have learned.
• **Align new AASL standards with TSPC and GSE Conceptual Framework**
• Review current key assignments for courses to see if they still provide the data we need
Data:
Tk20 reports of coursework assessments

Analysis/Conclusions:
The rubrics tried to assess too much, and lacked focus. Once we had updated the standards and reviewed the key assignments we updated the rubrics so that they more accurately assessed the work being submitted and targeted the standards we truly needed to assess.
Action steps:

• Continue to revise rubrics for key assignments
• Review and revise field experience assessments as needed
• Adjust key assignments if they do not collect the data we need
• Review data from the new rubrics to see if we have the data we need
Follow up from 2011-12 action items:

• Assessment tools used prior to 2012-13 were revised to provide better information about how candidates performed. We will look at this data when we meet this summer.

• Key assignments are being revised for 2012-13. We will look at this data when we meet this summer.